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unarmed and unescorted 1 was held up, it is true,
and by a man with a gun at that, but he turned out to
be an amiable corporal of the regulares, begging a
lift to Ajdir He saw me look at his rifle.
Slt5s no more use than a stick now/ he remarked in
Arabic, laughing. 'You see, it's not loaded/
I was much impressed to see smiling faces every-
where AH the tribesmen one met saluted, and many
asked for a lift, not in the least put off by the uniformed
chauffeur and the Spanish Colours, denoting a High
Commissariat car These people expected to be, and
were used to being, treated well
In Villa Sanjmjo, the coastal town named after the
celebrated general,1 passed a very uncomfortable night
The atmosphere compared unfavourably with that of
the countryside, for the Spaniards behaved in an un-
friendly manner, while General Quiepo de Llano's
broadcast, however much appreciated by the men in
the trenches, resembled, when blaring out from a loud
speaker, the last trump rather than a soothing lullaby.
Between Villa Sanjurjo and MeliHa lie the Beni
Tusin mountains. Whether at this point also the
authorities feared invasion, or whether some tribe had
been giving trouble, I do not know, but for some reason
or other the pass was guarded with the very greatest
care All motors were stopped and the passengers'
passes were examined—my salvo conduct® signed by the
High Commissioner acted like a talisman—before
permission was given to begin the long climb.
I have been over both the High Atlas passes, which
can be in bad weather terrifying enough, but the Beni
Tusin pass is far worse. Steep to a degree, with many
sudden bends at which one is quite likely to encounter
a lorry, the ascent is a test for strong nerves, even

